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“The Fluipump is an extraordinary
fitness product which revolutionizes
the standard weightlifting tools used
for fitness in training rooms.”
It adds unpredictability, safety, entertainment, and many
more workout combinations. The Fluipump is composed
by a Fluipump bar, available in two versions and two
Fluipump balls which have 3 different weights of 2, 3 and
4 kg (4.4, 6.6 and 8.8 lb), easily recognizable thanks to
different colors. The instability and unpredictability of the
fluid inside, make this tool really functional: dynamically
unpredictable, soft, safe and versatile. Water movement
strengthens the core, activates stabilizing muscles and a
considerable metabolic activity as a result of an increased
muscular activation. The progression from easy to hard
based on the athlete’s needs and ability, allows the trainers
to plan fun, effective and motivating training sessions.
The Fluipump turns every workout into a genuine
neuromuscular training, much more effective in terms of
metabolism compared to the standard workout.
Reaxing is the first company in the world to develop a training
methodology and a product range exploiting the “Sudden Dynamic
Impulse” technology. Unpredictable stimuli train your senses and
take training to a much higher level in terms of quality and quantity
by increasing sports performance and metabolic activity, improving
muscle reaction time and reliability in post-trauma recovery phases,
as well as reducing the risk of injuries.

technical specs

The Fluipump allows the user to execute an endless number of exercises because it can be used in four different manners:
1) using the Fluipump only;
2) using the Fluipump bar with only one Fluipump ball;
3) using the Fluipump bar with both Fluipump Balls;
4) using the Fluipump Balls only (like Fluiballs).

FLUIPUMP
RX1305
6kg

RX1308
12kg

RX1306
8kg

RX1309
14kg

RX1307
10kg

RX1310
16kg

FLUIPUMP BALL Ø 20CM

FLUIPUMP STORAGE - RX1316
PRODUCTS NOT INCLUDED
FLUIPUMP STORAGE CAN CONTAIN UP TO:
•36 X FLUIPUMP BALL Ø20
•18 X FLUIPUMP BAR 140

RX1313
2kg

RX1314
3kg

RX1315
4kg

FLUIPUMP BAR 140

RX1311
2kg

RX1312
8kg
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EDUCATIONAL
Participate in one of our classes and learn
how to use our products at their best.
Reaxing fully supports your activities and allows you to use
the whole range of products in the best way. All our courses
are developed to train fitness professionals, providing
them with programs suitable for their needs and in line
with the “Reaxing Training Method”. Professionals in the
fitness field and qualified Master Trainers have created
and developed a wide range of educational programs, all
with a highly qualifying direction and a clear and simple
educational method behind.
Check our website www.reaxing.com for updates and
courses availability.
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